
KOOLTRAKTM measures temperature in the range from -40° F to + 185° F. Applications 
include in-container monitoring of temperature sensitive goods such as frozen food, fresh 
produce, chemicals and medical reagents, monitoring of buildings, animal grow ing 
houses, glass houses, manufacturing equipment and machinery, and many others. 
Recording the temperature history of cooled and frozen products is now easy.

The logger is also easily attached to existing transportation items such as containers, 
pallets, trucks and trailers, and is rugged enough to survive rough handling. From the 
producer to the market constant temperature logging helps ensure top quality.

The logger can be read with a PC, a Laptop, using the KOOLTRAKTM  Interface 
cable and software. To collect data “touch” the cable to the logger. After a few 
seconds an audible and visual message confirms the data transfer.
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An “intelligent” program guides the user in setting up the system and automates many 
functions. Collected data is organized in an integrated relational database, where reports 
and graphs can be produced quickly. The software is easy to install and use and operates 
with Microsoft Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows NT, XP and Windows 7.

KOOLTRAKTMsoftw are programs loggers and reads temperature data into a relational database and presents 
a display of selected data from a local or network-accessed KOOLTRAKTM database. Loggers are uniquely 
numbered, store 2048 separate measurements at intervals from 1 to 255 minutes, and operate from a built-in 
battery w ith a lifetime of more than ten years
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KOOLTRAK TM combines modern digital temperature measurement with sophisticated computer 
software and hardware to provide a new and effective monitoring system. Using miniature standalone 
loggers loggers, an unlimited number of measurement points can be monitored.




